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Kindergarten inspirations - Rhythms big and small.
In between the concepts of rigid routine and random chaos there is a
naturally occurring balance that we call rhythm. Rhythm is one of our
kindergarten’s secret ingredients. It is everywhere in nature and is for us,
almost literally the secret of life – the wonder of rhythm is that it can be
‘precise’ without being ‘exact.’
Beyond the more obvious ’larger’ repeating kindergarten daily, weekly and
seasonal rhythms, a useful way of characterizing healthy rhythm is to
think about the alternate qualities of concentration and expansion. We
Kindergarteners talk of ‘breathing in and breathing out’ and work hard to use these ideas to arrange the
varied pace of the children’s day. It’s far easier to talk about than it is to achieve, but in an ‘Inhaling or
breathing-in’ phase the childrens attention is directed to an activity that basically relates them to
themselves. For little children each breathing-in period (drawing, water painting, eating…) is quite short
because little children can generally only concentrate for short periods of time. In an exhaling or
breathing-out period, the child relates mainly to the surrounding world (play, free running etc.).
For each breathing-in period the children need a breathing-out period and
so the pattern of the day is established. This rhythm is something that
helps anywhere, even on holiday. It starts with finding out when the children
breathe-in and when they breathe-out and when the children are in the
breathing-in period, making sure we are present, so the child feels ah, here I
feel you , you are here for me. After that, there can be a breathing out time
where you do not have to be so present and attentive and ususally the
children accept this because they have the sense of having had sufficient.
The bigger returning rhythms of the Kindergarten lift the children from
wondering what will come next, what will be expected. Both these, and the
smaller breathing in and breathing out rhythms signal to them – here you are safe and you can trust in
what you’ll find here. Working with rhythm helps children to live with change, to find their place in the
world, and to begin to understand the past, present and future. It provides a very real foundation for the
understanding of time - what has gone before and what will follow - and helps them to relate to the natural
and human world.

FROM THE OFFICE
• Parent Initiative – Clothing stall at market. Next Friday market (9th June) we'll have a stall for a clothing
swap. Kids and baby clothes only at this stage. Please bring along any clothes that may have been
outgrown and are sitting unloved in the drawer at home. Please contact Mariana (C1). See you next
Friday!
• Please remember that school children are to wear white on Tuesday 6th June for the Whitsun Festival
• Thank you to everyone who has opted to receive the newsletter via email, website or app. If you would
like to help us with our endeavor to cut down paper usage please let the office know that you would like
to stop receiving a hard copy of the Wednesday Window. Many thanks!
• Class 5 will be continuing their Friday Lunch fundraiser. Sushi $3 and cake $2 will replace last term’s
Juicies. A gluten free option will be available. Please remember to bring cash into school to place your
order on Wednesday mornings ready for lunch on Friday. Late orders cannot be processed so please
don't miss out! Class 5 thank you for your support.

DATES FOR TERM TWO
Monday 5th June
Tuesday 6th June
Wednesday 7th June
Friday 9th June
Monday 12th June
Friday 23rd June
Tuesday 4th July
Friday 7th July

Queen’s Birthday – School Closed
School Whitsun Festival – Children wear white
Parents Liasion Meeting – 9:15 am in the staffroom
Lantern Festival – 6:20pm
Class 1 Parents Evening 7pm
School Photos
BOT Meeting 5:30pm in the staffroom
Last Day Term 2
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